FRAGEN 1 BIS 18 : 4 PUNKTE

1. "........................ is your brother?" "He’s fifteen."
   A. How          B. What          C. How old          D. Who

2. "Does this bag belong to Jenny?" "Yes, I think it’s ...................." 
   A. hers          B. his          C. there          D. her

3. I love computer games but my sister ............ . She thinks they’re silly.
   A. does          B. hasn’t        C. may          D. doesn’t

4. We don’t use our car very much because ............. is so expensive.
   A. the gas        B. petrol        C. the bus        D. people

5. Which country is not in the United Kingdom?
   A. England        C. Northern Ireland  
   B. Canada        D. Scotland

6. Dad’s late tonight. There must ......................... of traffic.
   A. have lots      B. to be plenty  C. be a lot        D. be too many

7. I’m sorry but John’s not here. He’s ................. the dentist’s.
   A. gone to       B. been       C. left at        D. just went to

8. "Head" rhymes with ".................."
   A. paid          B. dead         C. need          D. made

9. I’m in bed with a bad cold. I’ve had it ................. Friday.
   A. during        B. for          C. from          D. since

10. Complete the “family” of words: gigantic, enormous, big, ............
    A. tiny          B. huge          C. narrow          D. low

11. Gran is very ill. She ..................... to go to hospital.
    A. might have    B. may be       C. could          D. would possibly

12. When you see the sign “Food To Go” in the USA, it means ...........
    A. you can buy cheap food        
    B. the food is free      
    C. you can buy food and take it home to eat  
    D. you can eat as much as you like

13. Rebecca is very ....................... of Belgian chocolates.
    Let’s buy her a box for her birthday.
    A. delicious        B. mad          C. keen          D. fond

14. The weather forecast said it would rain. ..................... , they still decided to go for a picnic.
    A. However        B. Although       C. Through        D. Because

15. When you ........... to this Internet site, you have to give your password.
    A. blog          B. log in        C. edit          D. surf

16. Unfortunately, no one in the room ............... answer the question.
    A. didn’t have to     C. was able to  
    B. couldn’t            D. able

17. The “oo” in “soon” is pronounced like the “oo” in “.................”
    A. book          B. food          C. look           D. door

18. The teacher told ..................... open their books at page 102.
    A. that they        C. the children to  
    B. them that they   D. for the students to
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FRAGEN 19 BIS 36 : 5 PUNKTE

19. If someone says "Thank you" to you, which of these expressions is not appropriate for you to say?
   A. Don’t mention it. C. You’re welcome. D. It’s a pleasure.
   B. Please don’t.

20. Which word does not belong in this "family" of words?
   A. top B. skirt C. shirt D. rug
   Belt, blouse, pants, ..............

21. Everyone .......... talking to her at the party.
   A. hoped B. avoided C. arranged D. chose

22. Mrs Roberts doesn’t .............. her daughter stay out late.
   She always has to be back by 10 pm.
   A. tell B. permit C. allow D. let

23. The fourth Thursday of November is .............. one of the most important American public holidays.
   A. Independence Day B. May Day C. Thanksgiving D. Liberation Day

24. These brown shoes are very nice but .............. in the other shop are much cheaper.
   A. these B. the ones C. black ones D. this black

25. .............. is not one of the 50 states of the USA.
   A. Alaska B. Denver C. Hawaii D. Texas

26. When can you use the expression "All the best"?
   A. At the end of an email.
   B. At the beginning of a meal.
   C. When you meet someone for the first time.
   D. When someone has just won a prize.

27. Can’t you stop the baby ..........? The noise is driving me crazy!
   A. to scream B. cried C. cry so loud D. crying

28. Pronunciation: “intelligent” = o O o o; “definitely” = “...................”
   A. O o o o B. o O o o C. o O O o D. o o O o

29. None of the people who saw the thief could tell the police what ..............
   A. had he said B. did he look C. he looked like D. was he wearing

30. There was a long wait at the frontier because all the cars .............. searched.
   A. have been B. were being C. had to D. did have

31. He .......... like pasta before he went to Italy for his holidays.
   A. didn’t use to B. never used C. wouldn’t D. couldn’t have

32. You and your family have been repainting your home all day. It’s now late at night. You’re very tired and want to stop. What can you say?
   A. Let’s call it a day.
   B. Can we make ends meet?
   C. It’s none of your business.
   D. It’s up to me now.

33. I would earn enough money to buy a smartphone if I .......... a summer job.
   A. take C. am looking for D. get
   B. found

34. I didn’t know what .......... when she asked me for my opinion.
   A. I must say B. to say C. did she tell D. I reply

35. The Great .......... followed the Wall Street Crash of 1929.
   A. Inflation B. Armistice C. Depression D. Civil Rights

36. In Britain, the national .......... is usually on television at 6.00 or 6.30 pm every day.
   A. sports B. programme C. information D. news